
X T R E M E



and friends

M Club XTreme is an exclusive club, limited to a maximum of 

ten already successful people, who are hungry for more and are 

driven to get there.

As a high level mentoring program, M Club Xtreme has 

everything you need to propel you to a new level of success 

and significance. With world class mentors and speakers, this is 

your opportunity to learn from the best to become your best.

Lindsay’s vast experience in business and simple to follow system will explode your 

business and your world into a whole new dimension. As the worlds #1 exponent on 

transformational leadership, Lindsay is committed to your outrageous success, as you 

journey to create significant transformation in every area of your life. 

Ultimately, this program is not just designed to teach you new information but rather to 

practically empower you to re-define your business and future. It is not uncommon for 

participants to claim that they have extracted their years investment back on the first day 

with just one good idea!

So if you are ready for the adventure of a life time, ready to be transformed 
and ready to re define your future, M Club XTreme is for you.

M Club with
Lindsay Clarke



Your journey will begin with an initial interview to see whether there is a fit between you and the 

program and also the other members of the cohort. We take great care in selecting people with 

the right fit for each group, as this will multiply your effectiveness ten fold. 

The journey covers four primary focusses that are essential to maximising your potential. We 

call these Metamorph You, Metamorph Leader, Metamorph Team and Metamorph Kingdom. 

Each of these are lead by Lindsay personally, with guest appearances and master classes by 

other great speakers and business leaders.

The Metamorph You

The Metamorph Leader

The Metamorph Team

The Metamorph Kingdom



The M Club program is a blend of events, personal mentoring, 
and cross cohort relationships that are all designed to bring out 
your best you. Lindsay and the team believe that every 
individual has amazing potential which, if realised, can launch 
them into an unlimited future. 

This program is very much about taking the limits off. Taking the 
limits of you the person, off your ability to lead and also to build 
teams. And ultimately to enter a place we call the Metamorph 
Kingdom, where there are no restrictions, no limits on you and 
your capacity for greatness.

M Club
The Program

We hold four events each year beginning in February. They run for two and a half days 

each, Wednesday lunch time through until Friday evening. These four events are usually 

chaired by Lindsay with guest speakers and master classes. The events are topical but 

we are very committed to using your business situations as the live case studies. In other 

words, we are not reading case studies from another time or region, we are actually 

putting our learnings into practice in real time with the businesses of the cohort. This 

results in amazing creative input from diverse people, not just the speakers, and adds 

considerable value to the whole M Club proposition.

Our days usually begin at 9am and finish with drinks at 5pm. We have lunch, morning and 

afternoon tea together, which also adds to the relational connections that are built.

Events



The Metamorph You

The Metamorph Leader

The Metamorph Team

The Metamorph Kingdom

What you will get - Snap Shot

4 x two and half day events 

lunch and refreshments throughout day events

monthly mentoring sessions with Lindsay 

impromptu access to Lindsay for the duration of the program

a financial modelling consult with Lindsay

M Club moleskine note pad and M Club leadership manual

a copy of the Metamorph Phenomena

permanent M Club membership including online resources and future events

The mentoring program comes in two forms. Firstly, specific scheduled appointments with 

Lindsay or one of the other key mentors of your choice. Secondly, impromptu conversations 

with Lindsay.

The scheduled appointments are once a month for an hour. These sessions are where we 

move you forward in line with goals that were set at the beginning of the program. Appointments 

centre around program elements, leadership, go to market strategies, idea creation or other 

aspects of your business or future that are essential for success or any combination of these.

The impromptu mentoring includes access to Lindsay 24/7, which is simply anytime about 

anything. At M Club we understand that running a business or being an entrepreneur can be a 

place of isolation and so Lindsay becomes your sounding board for all sorts of scenarios.

The cohort is hand picked and your group that will give you maximum return in terms of building 

and sharpening each other, building strategic relationships and collaborative opportunities.

Mentoring

The Cohort



When it comes to transforming your world, your business and 
your family, the journey begins with you! Its in this place that 
you unleash your creative genius and realise your potential. 
Metamorph You is the transformed version of you, the 
unlimited you.

Module 1
The Metamorph You

The Metamorph Leader

The Metamorph Team

The Metamorph Kingdom

ideationlow
low

high

significance

high

When we know who we 
are and have capacity to 
ideate, we enter the 
M zone.

You



When immersing yourself into this first component of M Club, we will look at your uniqueness, 

your significant capacity, and the inner core of who you are and why you exist. This discovery 

process will refine the four or five big words, big concepts that define what you do, how you 

operate and more importantly why. These four or five key words are, or will become, the realms 

that you become an expert in, the focusses that you spend 10,000 hours in and the legacy that 

you create for this world. These words become your narrative and encapsulate the world and 

life that you want to create.

Metamorph You will help develop both your niche message and niche market as you advance 

your intellectual property using our Meta system. This will result in a clarified approach to 

business and life that will propel you into a new level of success. We will consider the patterns 

that you have created in your life over many years and reorganise them to maximise your 

strengths and minimise your constraints. This new transformational mindset will be the 

emergence of the significant you with a powerful and compelling narrative.

No matter what your past experience is, it is time to create, to invent the new you, a transformed you 

that exists to engage this world in a way that ensures maximum impact. You are about to think new 

thoughts, launch new endeavours, and see the world in a way very few ever have the honour to do. 

Welcome to the Metamorphic zone where you laugh at the impossible and then do it!

What you will be able to do:

create a system of developing high level intellectual property

launch new innovative and creative business initiatives

understand your areas of expertise and communicate them

see your own renewed significance and that of others

confidently grow your life and organisation

live with a new transformational mindset



Module 2
The Metamorph You

The Metamorph Leader

The Metamorph Team

The Metamorph Kingdom

Now that you have developed the Metamorph you it is time to 
consider leading people, colleagues and the marketplace into 
new and exciting directions. The Metamorph Leader motivates, 
empowers and directs people to adopt their IP and innovative 
plans so that they are ready for the marketplace. 

A mix of high creativity and 
high wisdom opens up the 
world of uncommon sense 
which is the M zone.

Leader



In this unit of M Club you will be empowered to develop your ideas and innovations into 

powerful go to market propositions.You will be enabled to transform your ideas into reality as 

you present them in unique and original ways using a blend of uncommon sense and industry 

knowledge to position yourself for great impact. You will have the capacity to identify key 

industry challenges that are common to all while identifying the uncommon realities that most 

are oblivious to in their world. This combination of uncommon sense and collaboration will allow 

you to lead your market space and create the future.

As a Metamorph Leader you will no longer be frustrated with not knowing how to take your 

valuable ideas to market, but instead you will have a powerful and compelling story to tell that 

those around you will want to follow. This is where we take innovation a step further, into the 

realm of implementation. Its a place where you use all five senses to develop your own unique 

communication style, effecting positively your sales flow processes, while creating a strong 

revenue base from your ideas. This is where you differentiate and create a radical market edge.

This part of the journey will give you the confidence to launch new ideas regularly and incisively, 

understanding that if you think you can or you think that you can’t, you're probably right. I think 

you can!

Welcome to the Metamorphic zone where we lead others to laugh at the impossible and then do it!

What you will be able to do:

identify your greatest ideas for commercialisation

create go to market strategy documents that win every time

identify the uncommon sense opportunities that others cant see

present with clarity, conviction and purpose

use all five senses in your leadership expression

lead with a new transformational mindset



Module 3
The Metamorph You

The Metamorph Leader

The Metamorph Team

The Metamorph Kingdom

what's
important
to you

strong 
cultural
alignment

what will
the market
gravitate to

what do you
want to see
in your team

The third discipline of M Club is the Metamorph team, a team 
that we create who can help us achieve the ideas we have 
birthed, or become a central part of the innovation process. One 
of the most powerful and rewarding aspects of business is when 
your team are adding value to the core components and 
directions you create. It is in this place that the potential for 
radical growth takes place.

Building an M zone style 
culture is the alignment 
of what’s important to 
you, ideal team and 
market appeal.

Team



You can expect to learn how to brain storm a in a new and enlightening way. We have a saying 

here at M Club and that is “the problem with brainstorming is that most people think they know 

how to do it”. The intention here is to empower you to be a champion of brain storming and 

leading teams into the creative zone. We will use your business cases or challenges to explore 

how to mobilise a team in the ideation phase and beyond.

We will enter the world of Meta teams and explore collaborative approaches as well as the 

power of diversity. Another key component of Metamorph teams is the realisation that everyone 

can be and is creative. We will experience left and right brain dominated mindsets working 

together to create amazing concepts as we look at innovation archetypes. 

One of the imperatives for the Metamorph team is the development of culture, so in this section 

of M Club we will consider how to build a strong culture that matches our core convictions while 

igniting passion in our market place and team. Most organisations have a list of values that they 

call culture or they have a value statement that most team members can’t remember. In this 

space we will look at everything you and I need to know to create a strong, obvious culture that 

everyone knows and everyone lives by. Culture done well always attracts the correct people 

while repelling the wrong people.

Welcome to the Metamorphic zone where together we laugh at the impossible and then do it!

What you will be able to do:

build Meta teams

brainstorm with tangible results

mobilise everybody on your team to be a part of innovation

expand your IP and creative ideas

develop a strong culture that attracts the team you want

build a team with a new transformation mindset



Module 4
The Metamorph You

The Metamorph Leader

The Metamorph Team

The Metamorph Kingdom

The Kingdom is indeed 
the M zone where all 
limits disappear and our 
potential is realised.

In this final ultimate instalment of being a Metamorph we consider 
the Metamorph Kingdom. This is the place where there are no 
limits, where we are ever increasingly expanding in our capacity, 
our influence and our generosity. It’s the place where we 
understand that our lives and businesses have a greater purpose 
than just existing. In fact our businesses are bigger than ourselves 
and have a purpose that can and will be world changing.

Kingdom



The Metamorph Kingdom is the unleashing of our full potential as we plan to leave our very own 

unique legacy on planet earth. It’s the place where we lose the scarcity mentality that plagues 

so many businesses around the globe and replace it with an unlimited mindset. Unlimited 

potential, unlimited creativity, unlimited world view, unlimited resources, unlimited leadership, 

unlimited ideas, unlimited influence and unlimited generosity.

As we consider the Metamorph Kingdom we will step into the intersection of possibilities, 

choosing to leave behind directional thought, replacing it with intersectional thought. It is here 

that we truly leave behind change as we choose transformation as our future.

As a Metamorph King we then embark on a new journey of mentoring others as we help them to 

see a possible future, and believe it can be obtained. It’s this unique transformation that takes 

place in every Metamorph as we journey from self discovery to leader, to team builder, until we are 

so radically empowered that we can impart what we know to those around us for their success.

Metamorph Kings are not threatened by others, we are not in a competition, we understand that 

in a limitless world there is more than enough opportunity for all of us to win. And so win win 

relationships are what we propagate.

Welcome to the Metamorphic zone where we empower others to laugh at the impossible and 

then do it!

What you will be able to do:

see potential in everyone around you

rise above constraints and limitations

develop an intersectional strategy for life and business

create space and time for yourself and others

mentor champions who become Metamorph’s

create a world with a new transformation mindset



Application
M Club

Contact us at linds@metamorphic.org.au or visit our 
website metamorphic.org.au/enterprise/m-club/

Once you have either spoken to Lindsay or downloaded an application form, you 

simply need to complete the form, scan it and email it back to 

linds@metamorphic.org.au

We will then connect with you by giving a choice of times for either a face to face or 

skype interview. That interview is designed to see if the program is for you and to 

consider how you might be a fit for the group. Sometimes we will recommend a future 

group if it will bring you and others a better result.

Upon acceptance of your application you will fill in an agreement form, pay the deposit 

in accordance with the payment schedule, and we will arrange your first couple of 

phone meetings.

Those first meetings will centre around setting some measurable outcomes for the 

year in terms of the mentoring sessions and begin the discussion on financial 

modelling. We would expect that after the first event those goals, personal, business 

and financial, will change considerably, but that is a normal part of the process and 

will be helpful as you witness how far you progress over the year.

You will also be given some pre-reading in the form of a 

book, to prepare you for what will be the journey of a lifetime!



“Having had my business over the past 13 years I found myself in a place where I had built 

the vision and really didn’t know what to do next. I was extremely satisfied and proud of 

what I’d done but had lost the passion to do what I was doing and had little vision for the 

business. M Club not only gave me the space and inspiration to dream again but it gave 

me a framework and team of like-minded people to dream with. I have a vision for the 

future, passion to see it come to reality and tools to use on the way. M Club has 

transformed my mindset and my business future.”

Kylie Martin - CEO, Chatterboxes

“I am so honored to have been part of the very first M Club. It has been fantastic to be a 

room of like minded people who all share a passion for thinking differently, to be 

introduced to a great way of taking my ideas and transforming them into a practical 

process, a way to bring them to life. At times I thought my mind was going to explode due 

to the deepness of our conversations and our thought patterns, it has forced me to grow 

and challenge my business processes.

I would recommend this program to anyone who is willing to think differently about their 

business, anyone who has 'great ideas' and is unsure about the next step, and anyone 

who wants to add value to their lives.”

Coby Williams - Director, Trinity Performance / iPlaySports & Fitness

“M Club has helped me to change my focus, to spend time on activities that increase 

profitability and give us sustainability as a business. Through Lindsay’s mentoring I have 

learned new ways to develop ideas, so by the end of the 12 month program we had six 

new products developed ready for market. As a general Manager, M Club has also helped 

me to address my constraints and to grow my leadership strengths so that I can take my 

business into the future.”

Lyndon Green - General Manager, Industrial Tube Manufacturing Australia

Testimonials



for more information 
connect with us at

The Meta Zone

2/40 Technology Dr, Warana, QLD 4575

P.O Box 1617, Buddina QLD 4575, 

Australia

P: +617 5437 9002

E: info@metamorphic.org.au

                                  @lindsaymclarke

                                       Lindsay Clarke   

                                                      linds.li


